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Dakota Resources:
MSS. (Manuscripts)

LESTA VAN DER WERT TURCHEN

The editors of MSS. (Manuscripts) warned potential contributors that "the remuneration will be the same as the price of
the magazine," which was free.' Nevertheless, enough short
stories, articles, columns, poems, anecdotes, and illustrations arrived in Pierre to publish nine issues between August 1936 and July 1937.- The South Dakota staff of the Federal Writers' Project
prepared the periodical "after hours," and editors Lisle Reese and
Archer Gilfillan rarely failed to thank those who typed the stencils
for the mimeographed publication.
The staff of the Federal Writers' Project (FWP) in South Dakota
included "unemployed authors, poets, artists, newspapermen,
photographers, draftsmen, teachers, students, librarians, pharmacists, scientists and others with talent for writing."^ The FWP
had begun as a relief program for just such white-collar workers.
Harry Hopkins, as head of the national Federal Emergency Relief
Administration established by the Federal Emergency Relief Act
1. MSS. (Manuscripts! 1, no. 1 (Aug. [1936]): back cover.
2. As a periodical publication, MSS. is unique in that not one issue of it carries a
full date. The years 1936 and 1937 are assigned to it on the basis of a receiving/property stamp found on old copies of the magazine and from various internal
clues. A search of the United States Copyright Office shows that although the
publication often bears a copyright notice, the magazine was not registered with
that office.
3. Lisle Reese to Lawrence K. Fox. 12 Dec. 1935, Folder 1, Papers of the South
Dakota Guide Commission, 19351944, South Dakota Historical Resource Center,
Pierre.
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of 1933, sponsored surveys that indicated that the skills of whitecollar workers were not being utilized and revealed the number of
unemployed in the cities and the plight of creative artists. Hopkins
chose Jacob Baker, as director of Work Relief and Special Projects, to organize a white-collar relief program. Little precedent
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existed for such a project and classification of professionals for
employment proved difficult. Their one common skill appeared to
be an ability to write.*
Under the Emergency Works Program, Baker established a section for Professional and Non-Manual Projects. Its purpose was
not only to provide relief but to preserve and improve professional
skills. The director, Arthur ("Tex") Goldschmidt, sought a project
for writers that would do both. He found it in a suggestion from
Henry Garfield Alsberg - the production of a series of guidebooks
that would employ many professionals as well as creative artists.
On 25 July 1935, Alsberg officially became national director of the
Federal Writers' Project. The guidebooks were to be written on a
state-by-state basis and would contain essays and tour descriptions. The length of time necessary to research, write, and publish
the guides, however, soon created the dual impression that little or
no progress was being made and that government funds were being wasted. To meet this criticism and accommodate the desires of
writers, the project soon expanded to include auxiliary, immediately available publications in areas such as folklore. Creative
writing projects designed to foster and display the talents of tbe
few actual writers in the project also began to appear,^ To these
last two areas of endeavor. South Dakota writers contributed
MSS.
MSS. predated the South Dakota Guide (1938) and many auxiliary state projects by almost two years. The magazine, however,
was a quasi-official publication. Each issue clearly stated that it
was "a periodical for and by WPA Writers and workers
prepared and published 'after hours' by members of the state staff,""
While it may have been prepared "after hours," the supplies and
mimeograph equipment belonged to the FWP.' The material in the
magazine also showed a clear relationship to later South Dakota
FWP publications, most notably South DakotaPlace Names (1940)
and Legends of the Mighty Sioux (1941). Only the last issue carried
4. Monty N.Penkower.TAc Fédérai Writers'Project: A Study in Government
Patronage of the Arts (Urbana: University of Illinois Press. 1977). pp. 9-10, 14.
5. Ibid.. pp. 14, 25-28. 30-31. 70-72. 139-40. 147, 165.
6. MSS. 1. no. 1 (Aug. 11936]): 2.
7. Penkower, Federal Writers Project, pp. 171-72, suggests that while this was
not strictly legal, officials "winked" at this use of federal supplies and equipment in
an effort to keep writers satisfied with the sometimes dull and unimaginative work
they were expected to do without personal credit for FWP. Penkower also points out
that South Dakota's semi-official publication was not unique. Numerous other state
projects also had their versions of such magazines.
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any official sanction, featuring a Preface by Harry Hopkins that
designated MSS. as "one of the publications prepared and written
by members of the Federal Writers' Project."^ This belated official
approval appears to have been fatal, for the publication ceased
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with that issue. The fact that the magazine does not appear beyond
the summer of 1937 suggests that writers were busy elsewhere
8. Harry L. Hopkins, "Preface," AfSS. 2, no. 4 (June-July [1937]); 1.
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and reflects the beginning of the more professional publications of
the South Dakota project.
As an after-hours publication, MSS. reflects its status. Design
and layout are primitive, with printing occurring on only one side
of a page. Most issues of the magazine have only eighteen pages of
text, and the stapling is hand done. The covers vary in quality, but
each is printed on colored paper, giving the magazine some variety. The artwork is sometimes excellent but more usually is
unremarkable. For all of its technical flaws, however, the
magazine bas many lasting values, MSS. is probably most interesting for its identification of the personnel of the South Dakota
FWP and for its view of the inner workings of the state organization. Official publications of the South Dakota project were
published more or less anonymously as group projects, but in the
pages oiMSS., the individual talents and personalities that actually wrote these many books emerge.
Lisle Reese, the editor of MSS., was the state director of the
FWP, His associate editor. Archer Gilfillan, was a published
author and as time passed became more clearly the guiding hand of
AfSS. Contributors included familiar names such as Badger Clark,
Fred Jennewein, Gilfillan, and Reese, but who were Anastasia Tuttle, Sidney Bean, Rüssel Rice, and S.O.N.S.D.? They and other artists, writers, and poets lived in all corners of the state. Most were
employed by the FWP, but a few, mostly poets, were simply
citizens who wanted to share their writing with fellow South
Dakotans. In most issues, the editors gave bits of background on
each of the contributors. Thus, we learn that Anastasia Tuttle "is a
Mitchell pioneer whose humor is as dependable as her memory."
Sidney Bean, the major contributor to the Sioux legends column,
"is a talented young man with an Indian background on the
Rosebud Reservation." Russell Rice "of Philip finds his tales in odd
haunts," and later we are informed that he has "joined the editorial
staff" of the project. S.O.N.S.D., a pseudonym standing for
Secretary of the Navy of South Dakota, "is a real title, and belongs
to Charles Moore, Huron.'"*
9. All quotations in this paragraph are taken from the back-cover feature "The
Editor Adds" that appears in most issues oîMSS. These authors were identified in
volume 1, numbers 2 and 3. The later information on Rice appears in volume 2,
number 4. The editorial staff did the final editing of the books of the project. As one
might expect, many of the "writers" of the relief project were not actually writers
nor skilled at writing, and a small staff of editors in each state was called upon to
shape their voluminous and often awkward prose into the compact books the FWP
published.
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The contents oí MSS. were as varied as its contributors. South
Dakota history, folklore, and traditions vied for attention with the
weather, people, and economy. Information on place names, Sioux
legends, and the historical records survey continually revealed the
periodical's relationship to later publications of the state FWP and
the companion projects of the WPA. As a compilation of primary
source material, regional literature, and local art, it provided
readers with a view of the Middle Border experience as told
primarily by participants.
The towns, prairie. Bad Lands, and Black Hills of South Dakota
provided settings for local history that emphasized social and
economic factors. Anastasia Tuttle reported on "Mitchell Nudism"
and Taylor Jackson on the streetcar's "Slow Motion in Rapid
City." Emil Eckberg's "Smorgasbord" described a meal in
Swedish homes near Sioux Falls, while J. A. Cattrell explained
why "Men Never Shave after They Marry" in the Hutterite colony
of Rockport. Homesteading and the contact between white settlers and American Indian inhabitants were constant themes.
Discussions of South Dakota's resources provided aspects of
economic history, and topics most often included agriculture, gold,
tourism, and scenery. Verda Jane Bousfield summarized the impact of the Great Depression in the following lines of her brief
poem "Drought":
A farmer views with anxious eye
The cloudless western sky,
And hopes for rain....
Relentlessly the hot winds blow
Across the plain.
Day after day.

i

The economic harshness of the drought, however, contrasted
sharply with the wealth of South Dakota's folklore recorded in the
pages of MSS.
Writers retold legends, hex tales, exploits of heroes and
heroines, ghost stories, tall tales, and humorous anecdotes. The
column "Sioux Legends" acquainted readers with the origin of
Devil's Tower, the tricks of Iktomi, the making of a warrior, how
the quail got red eyes, and why one tribe was named Burnt Hips,
According to the Sioux tales, tree leaves fall to protect the "grass
and flower folk" from winter's cold. So they will not mourn their
10. MSS. 1, no. 4 (Nov. [1936)): 13.
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leafy loss, the Great Spirit gives them "one last dazzling array of
beauty" at the close of summer." In 1941, the stories from this column and other legends by various authors scattered throughout
MSS. would be compiled and expanded in Legends of the Mighty
Sioux,
The homesteaders' hex tales collected in MSS. contained little
beauty and many warnings of evil. One tale described powerful
horses frozen in their tracks by "an irresistible though invisible
force" produced by the power of a human bone forming the thirteenth spoke of an ordinary wagon wheel. Another detailed the
plight of a man who lay ill for six months. He recovered rapidly
after his wife burned his pillow, the feathers of which had been
bunched in the shape of "birds, rats and small animals." Although
no where near the fire, a neighbor woman, who had helped clean
and change the sick man's bedding, was burned severely.'- The
ghost stories were more humorous and generally involved chases
through corn fields.
Short stories and anecdotes provided additional humor and
adventure. The exploits of Old Birney, Soapy Smith, Stiff-Neck
Bill, and Fool Charley received as much attention as those of Wild
Bill, Calamity Jane, Jack Sully, and Fly Speck Billy. Prominent
citizens such as Hamlin Garland, Peter Norbeck, and Richard Pettigrew were accorded more sober and factual treatment. The
poetry in each issue was thoughtful and occasionally somber.
Lyrical treatment of deserted trails, endless prairie, and pioneer
toil balanced the frivolity of the tall tales.
Sada Jones and Mary Giddings often illustrated this diverse
publication. Their MSS. covers depicted authors at work, cowboys
at rest, winter and Black Hills scenes, and a leisurely visit at the
general store. Lisle Reese contributed a cover drawing of a
scholarly monk among his manuscripts. Desperadoes, sod shanties, cabins, blizzards, Indian maidens, graduations, farmers, devils,
and square dances served as subjects for many other sketches.
Artists, authors, and poets across the state contributed to MSS.
The following alphabetical listings identify them and issues in
which their work appeared. Volume numbers are in roman
numerals; issue numbers immediately follow them in bold-face
type; page numbers follow the colon. In the first listing, "C" stands
for cover.
U. Sidney Bean, "Sioux Legends," MSS. 1, no. 2 (Sept. 119361): 11.
12. Lyie C. Young, "The Devil's in It: Two Hex Tales," MSS. 1, no. 4 (Nov. [1936]):
3-4.
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Artists
Dore, James B., 15: 6
Giddings, Mary B., 12: C, 13; 13: C, 5,11,18; 14:6-7,10,12,14,17; 15:
C. 10; n i : C, 18; 112: 4; 113: C, 3, 5-9, 13-17; 114: 3-4, 6-7, 10-11,
13-20, 22-24, 27
Jones, Sada, U: 4; 12: 4; 13: 8,12,18; 14: C, 4,17; 15:8; 112: C; 113:10,
17; 114: 21, 27
Reese, Lisle, II: C, 10; 15: 3; 114: C, 27
Authors
Aiken,Virgil, I5:7;II2:15
Bastian, Gladys, 12: 6; 14: 10-11; III: 5, 18
Bates, Doris, 12: 3-5
Bean, Sidney, 12: 11; 13: 13-14, 18; 14: 12-13, 17; III: 14-15, 18
Bordeaux, Wilbur, 114:15-17
Bredeson, Carl, 15: 14; 114:19, 27
Brown, Stewart 0., 13:14,18; 14:5,17; III: 13,18; 112:15; 113:13,17
Carpenter, Myrle, 15:10
Cattrell,J. A., 12:10
Conrow, F. Belle, III: 15, 18; 114, 26-27
Curley, Agnes, 13: 9-10, 18; 14: 5, 17; 112: 11-12
Dore, James, II: 7; 13: 15, 18; 15: 6, 18
Eckberg, Emil, 13: 7,18; 113:15,17
Ellyson, Audrey, 13: 16-18
Falk, Luther E., 13: 12, 18; 15: 12-13; 112: 5,15
Fiksdal, R. Alice, 114: 20, 27
,
Gebbie, Con, 12:12
'
Gilfillan, Archer B., II: 4-5,7; 12:7-8; 14:14-15; III: 12-13,18; 113:3-4.
12, 17;114: 13,27
Girten, Evangeline, III: 7, 18; 113: 9,17
Griffiths, Raymond S., II: 6; 12: 9,14-18; 13:11, 18; 14:9,17; 15:11;
III: 11,18; 112: 8; 113:14, 17
Haas, Charles C, 14: 5, 17; III: 8, 18; 112: 12; 114: 17, 27
Hall, George W., II: 9; 12: 14-18; 112: 3, 13-15
Harbison, Harry, 13: 15, 18; III: 7, 18
Hopkins, Harry L., 114: 1
I
Jackson, Taylor, 14: 4, 17; 114: 24-27
Jennewein, Fred, II: 8-9; 112: 9
Jordan, Myrta D., Ill: 16-18
Leggett, Helen B., 14: 16-17
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McNickle, Miles, 15: 9
Mohe, Barebridge. 114: 20
Moore, Charles C, 13:18; 112: 6
Morgen, Fred S., 111:17-18
O'Bryan, Hazel, 13: 34,18; III: 9-10.18; 113: 7-8,17; 114: 4-5, 27
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Reese, Lisle, II: 3,10-11; 12:19; 13:18; 14:17; 15:3-5,16-18; III: 6-7,
18; 113: 10-12, 17; 114: 11-12. 27
Rice, Russell, 13: 6-7, 18; 112: 4; 114: 7-9, 27
Sickles, George, 14: 7-8, 17; III: 8, 18; 113: 8
Smitb, Sidney, 13:17-18; 114: 22, 27
Tuttle, Anastasia, 12: 5
White, Elaine, III: 14,18
Wise, Harry C, 13: 5,18; III: 3-4,18; 113:16-17
Young, Lyle C, 14: 3-4,17; 113: 6, 17

Poets
Blewitt, Harry, 13: 7. 18; 113:16-17
Bousfield, Verda Jane, 14: 8,13,17
Clark, Badger, 114: 3, 27
Conrow,F. Belle, 14:4,17
Gilfillan, Archer B., 114: 21
Moore, Charles, 13:14
Popowski, Harriet Seymour, 114:18, 27
Rice, Howard A., 12: 8,13,18; 13: 10,14; 15:13
Rivola, Flora, 114:10, 27
Scheel, Elma, III: 4,18; 112: 7, 12; 113:13, 17; 114: 14, 27
S.O.N.S.D. See Moore, Charles
Spargur,Jill,II4:23,27
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